I
n January 1968 the Society of Instrument Technology (SIT), formed in 1944 as a learned society to provide a forum for the discussion and dissemination of the latest developments in and applications of instrument technology, was recreated as The Institute of Measurement and Control (InstMC), a company limited by guarantee. The reincarnation was designed to make explicit the SIT's commitment to control as well as to measurement instrumentation and also to begin to transform the new body into a professional, qualifying organisation, on a par with the Victorian institutions which had, in the informed view of SIT's founders, failed to appreciate the importance and potential of the emerging technology. D C Nutting (DCN hereafter) was President of SIT for 1967 and a driving force behind the change. He became the rst President of InstMC and remained in o ce until 1969. His contribution was immense and his New Year's Message published in January 1968, republished in this issue, gave a clear indication of objectives. In the following 40 years there have been major shifts in the industrial, social and demographic nature of the UK as well as geopolitical changes, which have a ected the Institute, but in many ways DCN's vision has been realised. This super cial review attempts to assess the extent to which this has happened and how the Institute has developed in changed, and changing, circumstances. It is dominated by learned society matters as professional and organisational aspects tend to get more frequent coverage in the normal course of events, and space is limited
Learned Society Activities
Conference activities grew in the 1970s to the late 1980s increasingly on an international scale, partly through the organisation of UK-based events for IMEKO (the International Measurement Confederation) and IFAC (the International Federation for Automatic Control), starting with the IMEKO World Congress in London in 1976 and including the IFAC Automatic Control in Space conference in Oxford in 1979, both of which attracted the majority of their participants from outside the UK and helped to establish the Institute on the international stage. There were during the 70s, 80s and early 90s many other events throughout the UK, some run from the Institute's London o ce (Peel Street in Kensington until 1984, Gower Street since then). Others were run by Local Sections, in addition to their regular monthly evening meetings. In 1986, for example, there were 21 nationally organised conference days in London, Warwick, Oxford, Aberdeen, Salford, Edinburgh and Bournemouth, and in 1987 events in London, Cambridge, Plymouth, She eld and Manchester accounted for 16 days run from London. These numbers exclude Local Section run conferences. The current annual programme is considerably smaller, re ecting the industrial etc changes in the UK noted above. Safety topics form one staple and there is an ongoing series on sub-sea control and data acquisition which attracts international participation from the oil and gas community; the last two of these have been held in France as shall be the next in June 2008 The Institute continues to co-sponsor and contribute material to other events, mainly in the UK.
Publications form another branch of learned society activity. In 1968 the journal Measurement and Control was launched and contained technical articles, industrial and commercial news, Institute business and no more than one peer-reviewed Transactions paper per issue. Partly as a result of its raised international pro le in the conference eld the Institute was receiving higher numbers of Transactions papers than could be accommodated with a ration of no more than one per issue, so in 1979 a peer-review, stand-alone quarterly Transactions journal was launched, carrying an average of 8 papers each, a considerable expansion. Originally this was managed from Peel Street but it is now run, on the Institute's behalf and under its editorial control, by a large publishing house, Sage Publications; the Institute receives nancial bene t from this.
In 1982 the Institute launched Measurement, a peer review journal, on behalf of IMEKO (see above). This journal continues to thrive and is now published by Elsevier, with an Editor-in -Chief nominated by the Institute (Prof K Grattan) and an Editorial Board with several Institute representatives, including as its Secretary the Institute Secretary. This publication too has enhanced the Institute's international standing and its contacts worldwide.
In 1986 the Institute, on behalf of a new body, the British Medical Informatics Society, sponsored by and based at the Institute, launched another peer review journal, Biomedical Measurement, Informatics and Control, as well as the Society's newsletter but this proved to be a journal too far for the overstressed sta and nances In recent years the Institute has produced good practice guides on industrial weighing through its Weighing Panel and, in collaboration with NPL (National Physical Laboratory), numerous good practice guides funded by DTI.
It must be repeated that throughout these years the London o ce activities have been supplemented and complemented by a wide range of Local Section activities.
Although there have been changes of direction and emphasis, in uenced by changing circumstances, the Institute's learned society activity has been considerable and has made an impression world-wide.
Professional quali cations
In 1968 the Institute was not a professional quali cations body but, as DCN points out, it had aspirations. The rst major step to achieve this was to move from company limited by guarantee status to become a body incorporated by Royal Charter and the process started very early in the Institute's new life, with DCN playing a leading role. It was not easy and met with opposition but eventually a Royal Charter was granted in 1975 and acceptance by the Engineering Council was secured in 1978. The Institute is able to register appropriate members at all EC(UK) levels. There are still debates within the EC on such topics as titles for technicians/technologists and, although the Institute plays its part in such discussions it has only limited in uence. These matters are reported in the journal on a frequent basis.
Other matters
Members will be aware of the new relationship with the China Instrument and Control Society. They will also know about the Companion Company Scheme. New initiatives are reported in the journal when appropriate. The Institute welcomes comments and suggestions from its members at all times, preferably in writing in paper or electronic format.
For a view to the future, building on the achievements and lessons of the last forty years, members are urged to read the Summers and Thomas article in this issue. 
Reflections upon an Anniversary…

First, an afterthought …….
David Bishop (President 1974-75) , whose article on his year in o ce appeared in last November's Journal has added an afterthought: "I had a most pleasant visit to G P Thomson at his home in Cambridge in order to put to him our proposal for an annual lecture which we would call the Thomson Lecture in his honour. He was delighted with what we planned for the lectures and that we were to name them after him. " In 1944-48 Sir George Paget Thomson FRS was the rst President of the Institute's predecessor, the Society of Instrument Technology. The annual Thomson Lecture is the most important in the Institute's calendar.
Continuing ….. The third paper in the series is by Professor Percy Hammond who re ects on his year of o ce…
